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ABOUT EDUCATHE+EXPANDER  
 

Educathe+ Expanded (full title: „Educational theatre as the place of 

raising inclusion and employability of people with disability – Expander “) is an international 

educational partnership funded by the programme of European Union for education 

Erasmus+1, under contract number 2019-1-HR01-KA204-060833. In a broader context, this 

partnership is a continuation of the successful Grundtvig workshop (20132) and 

Erasmus+partnership (2015-20173) and aims to expand those positive educational 

experiences both geographically and in practice – by introducing new locations, new partners, 

and new methods into Educathe+ corpus of knowledge about using educational theatre in 

working with people with disability. 

The partnership consists of five partner organisations that originate from Lisbon (Portugal), 

Škofja Loka (Slovenia), Zagreb (Croatia), Krakow (Poland) and Skopje (North Macedonia). 

It is coordinated by a public cultural centre with years of experience in developing and 

implementing inclusive educational programmes, Trešnjevka Cultural Centre CeKaTe from 

Zagreb (website: www.cekate.hr). They are joined by Associacao Vo’Arte from Lisbon 

(website: www.voarte.com), Zavod TRI from Škofja Loka, Slovenia (website: www.zavod-

tri.org), Fundacja Inicjatyw Tworczych i Spoleczno – Edukacyjnych Kurdybanek from 

Krakow, Poland (website: www.kurdybanek.com), and Union- National Council for Gender 

Equality from Skopje, North Macedonia (website: http://www.sozm.org.mk). While all 

partner organisations Beside the later partner organisations, all but one have experience of 

working with people with disability by means of educational theatre. 
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Starting from 1st of December 2019 and ending on 31 July 2021, during 20 months of 

implementation, partner organisations are dedicated to achieving three main priorities in non-

formal education, in accordance with Erasmus+ programme: 

● ADULT EDUCATION: Extending and developing the competences of educators and other 

personnel who support adult learners 

● HORIZONTAL: Social inclusion 

● HORIZONTAL: Supporting educators 

To achieve those goals, partners have a plan of organising and implementing various 

educational and promotional activities that will produce both educational outcomes and (non-

formal) outputs. 

Namely: 

● 3 Transnational project meetings (TPM meetings TPM1 - 3) for project managers 

● 5 international Learning, Teaching, Training Activities (LTT workshops C1 – C5) for 

educators, people with disability and assistants  that will end with 5 public performances 

given in front of live audience and 5 live streams published online (livestream of 5 public 

performances) with 5 public debates about the labour market status of people with disability 

and those who work with them 

 

During that time, partner organisations will organise 60 mobilities, with an equality formula 

“20-20-20”(people with disability – assistants – educators), focused on raising their Key 

Competences ( European Commission, 2018), “soft-skills”, empowering and motivating 

participants for active participation on the labour market. 

Partners will also promote the project on its 

● free web platform (E+ Toolbox repository with examples of good practices) 

● and social media (Facebook, Instagram etc.), 

● as well as on websites of each of the partner organisations 

Based on their experiences, partner organisations will publish: 

● 5 E+ Manuals (digital publications for educators) on EU-wide platforms such as EPALE or 

SALTO 

● accompanied with 5 E+ educational videos (short videos showing the method used at a 

particular educational workshop). 
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In the broadest sense, these publications (E+ Manuals and E+ Videos) have the purpose of 

sharing the knowledge and experiences of working in an international setting and using 

educational theatre in non-formal education, especially when working with people with 

disability, and when (equally important) promoting their capabilities so that we diminish their 

stigmatisation in the general public and on the labour market.  

In other words, this partnership has multifold impacts that can be divided into direct and 

indirect ones. The direct impacts are: 1) raising the key competences of educators (staff 

working with and for people with disability), people with disability, and their assistants; 2) 

actively promoting social inclusion (via publications, promotional campaigns, and public 

performances); and 3) supporting educators and all others involved by providing them with 

international professional and educational experiences that will come in handy when 

participating on a labour market. Indirectly, this partnership will produce outputs (this E+ 

Manual, E+ videos, recordings of live performances etc.) that have the potential to impact the 

wider professional and amateur audience and, hopefully, promote the use of educational 

theatre in non-formal education, art and disability work. 

The main educational activities of this partnership are its workshops. These workshops are 

hosted by all partners (one partner hosts while all other partners join) and focused on sharing 

their particular style of educational theatre and of working with people with disability. Each 

workshop ends with a public performance in which all participants present their work 

together – to the live audience at the venue4. 

but also for the online audience via livestream link on our official YouTube channel. To see 

the performances live, or access the video archive, please follow this link. To learn more 

about the partnership, get news and updates on our performances, or access the archive with 

all activities of the partnership, please: 

 … visit the official webpage of the partnership: https://cekate.hr/program/educathe-

expander/ … follow us on Facebook fb.me/educathe.expander  

… Instagram @cekate.hr … or Twitter @cekatezg  

… with the official hashtag of the partnership #eplusexpander 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

This e manual was created during a workshop that took place in Skopje, North Macedonia in 

hot July 2022. Total of 18 participants attended the training. They were representing civil 

society organizations from 5 countries. The training program was developed together with 

National Council for Gender Equality team and was based on the needs of the group. Thus 

the goal of the training was to discover the exercises and basic techniques of Theatre of the 

Oppressed (TO) and train our creativity. 

The objectives of the training: 

 to provide participants with experience of forum theatre 

 to investigate a recurring problem experienced by the participants and try to transform 

it, 

 to offer different tools for a collective analysis of conflicts and oppression, 

 to inspire creativity, spontaneity and body expression. 

These included: 

 cooperative games for ice breaking and team building, 

 reaction of images with human statues to describe complex situations, 

 creation of forum theatre scenes based on real stories, 

 Techniques for active participation of the audience. 

The whole training was summarized into 10 sessions each comprising of buzz groups for 

quick discussion of topics in question. Participants were active and willing to discuss. During 

the work were developed good group dynamic and positive atmosphere for work. During the 

4 days participants work on the different techniques of forum theatre and during the practice 

develop their own story for telling. At the end whole group was divided in two. The two 

separate groups create scenes to tell stories of injustice and they understand how to engage 

the audience in the collective search for creative solutions. 
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ABOUT FORUM THEATRE  
 

Forum Theatre is  a type of theatre created by the innovative and influential film 

director practitioner Augusto Boal, one of the techniques under the umbrella term of Theatre 

of the Oppressed (TO).  This relates to the engagement of spectators influencing and engaging 

with the performance as both spectators and actors, termed "spect-actors", with the power to 

stop and change the performance. As part of TO, the issues dealt with in forum theatre are often 

related to areas of social justice with aims to explore solutions to oppression featured in the 

performance. 

WHO IS AUGUSTO BOAL? 
Augusto Boal (16 March 1931 – 2 May 2009) was a 

Brazilian theatre practitioner, drama theorist, and 

political activist. He was the founder of Theatre of the 

Oppressed, a theatrical form originally used in radical 

left popular education movements. Boal served one term 

as a Vereador (the Brazilian equivalent of a city 

councillor) in Rio de Janeiro from 1993 to 1997, where 

he developed legislative theatre. 

In 1994, Boal won the UNESCO Pablo Picasso 

Medal, and in August 1997, he was awarded the "Career 

Achievement Award" by the Association of Theatre in 

Higher Education at their national conference in 

Chicago, Illinois. Boal is also seen as the inspiration 

behind 21st-century forms of performance-activism, such 

as the "Optative Theatrical Laboratories". 

Boal received The Cross Border Award for Peace and 

Democracy by Dundalk Institute of Technology in 2008.Boal has in many ways influenced 

many artists in new media with his participatory modes of expression, especially as 

the World Wide Web has become such a powerful tool for participation and communication. 

Notable examples include Learning to Love You More, happenings, and Steve Lambert's 

Why They Hate US. 

 

FORUM THEATRE HISTORY 
In the 1960s, Augusto Boal and his theatre company the Teatro de Arena de São Paulo 

travelled through some of the poorest places in Brazil, staging productions which urged 

action against various injustices and oppressors. These performances often ended with the 

actors exhorting their audiences of peasants to spill their own blood in this struggle. This 

continued until an encounter with a peasant who extended an invitation to the actors to take 

up arms against an oppressive landowner. The actors explained that their guns were fake, and 

that they would only be a hindrance, to which the peasant left after realising the actors 

weren’t willing to take the risks they were asking others to take. Realising he was not 
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prepared to take the same risks he was asking others to, Boal decided to never again write 

plays which gave advice or sent ‘messages’. 

Later in 1973, while working within a theatre literacy project in Peru based on the teachings 

of Paulo Freire, Boal applied a form of theatre he titled 'simultaneous dramaturgy'. These 

plays were based around finding the solution to a problem posed at a moment of crisis for the 

protagonist. At this moment, the audience would be invited to suggest actions for the actor to 

perform to solve the problem, framed as a way of facilitating a learning environment 

(although the interpretation of suggestions was up to the actors). During one performance, a 

member of the audience couldn't have their idea interpreted by the actor to their satisfaction 

and so was invited on stage to perform their suggestion. 

It was out of these experiences that forum theatre was born, with the forum as part of the 

show. This changed the work of the artists to create a new space of collective learning 

between the artists and the community. 

 

 

Methodology  

Forum theatre begins with a short performance, either rehearsed or improvised, which 

contains demonstrations of social or political problems. Forum Theater, one of the major 

techniques within Theatre of the Oppressed, allows spectators to collaborate in the experience 

by becoming ‘spect-actors’ (the audiences who participate in the actual performance). 

Through a moderator (Joker) and a group of actively engaged spectators, Forum Theatre 

embodies dialogues, exchanges, learning, teaching, and pleasure. At the conclusion, the play 

will begin again with the audience being able to replace or add to the characters on stage to 

present their interventions; alternate solutions to the problems faced. 
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The presentations include one person who acts as the ‘joker’, a facilitator for the forum 

theatre session. They are to hold an impartial view of the interventions, ask the audience to 

evaluate what happened at the end of an intervention, facilitate the interventions such that 

each spect-actor is able to complete their intervention before another is free to enact their 

intervention, and to be watching out for interventions which are implausible and ask the 

audience to decide whether the intervention is a ‘magic’ solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FT focuses on moments and situations people live everyday without paying special attention 

to them. Theatre offers the participants the possibility to watch the end from the outside, as a 

hidden witness who watches the tragic situation, who understands where ignorance, prejudice 

and discrimination are leading to. This time they can say ‘STOP! I didn’t like that. If 

somebody had said something it wouldn’t have ended like that. If only we can turn back 

time…’ But we can turn back time because we are on the theatre whelm. The play starts 

again, scene by scene, offering the public the chance to become actors and to re-do the play, 

bringing new attitudes and dialogues to improve what is wrong. FT wishes to be as close as 

its people as possible, that is why it does not need a theatre room. It does not even need 

professional actors. Only a small group of very motivated people, a minimal setting (a market 

place, a park, a classroom) and basic FT knowledge – these are the basic needed to create a 

FT play. Everything else is improvisation. There is no better way to talk about reality than 

talking to a public that interferes in a situation, the way they feel and understand, or even the 

way they have lived it. It is clear, simple and natural. Most of all, FT is a social intervention 

Tree of the Theatre of the 

Oppressed 
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tool. It offers the public the unique chance to do and undo a real situation, to change the end 

and the whole play from the very beginning, to observe what happens after each intervention. 

A FT play is like a laboratory where everyday life experiences are re-produced and the 

learning experience is oriented towards a positive ending. We all like ‘Happy Endings’ but 

we all have the feeling that life and faith are to blame for our tragic stories. So all we have to 

do is go with the flow and follow the given path. The truth is that everybody makes his own 

luck, that we all have different options to choose from, that the path we are following is the 

one we chose. It is our responsibility to create our own ‘Happy End’. But we can transform 

somebody’s tragic end in a happier one. Each of us can bring a small contribution to change 

somebody’s desperate situation. And FT offers us this possibility!  

As you can see, FT is a form of theatre that looks upon everyday life and it tries to offer 

‘credible’ solutions. Being aware of our social problems, FT set its targets: social inclusion, 

equality and cooperation. The dramatic situation is presented in 10-21 minutes and then 

discussed with the public. The best ideas and solutions always come after the desperate 

situation has ended. But we don’t have the possibility to stop our real life whenever a 

problem occurs, make the right decision and then act the right way. FT proves itself to be a 

good rehearsal for everybody’s real life. 

 

 

GETTING YOU STARTED  
 

DAY 1 
On the first day, we had a chance to get to know each other. Each of the participants introduced 

themselves and said something about themselves and their interests. We were around 18 people 

from Croatia, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia and North Macedonia. After that we visited the Museum 

of the Macedonian Struggle and we had traditional Macedonian lunch in the Old Bazaar in 

Skopje. 
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DAY 2 
 Exercise one- Name Game 

Use this ice breaker activity at, or very near, the start of a course, workshop or meeting where 

people don’t know each other to help get to know everyone’s names. Have the group sit in a 

circle where everyone can see the others. The first person says their name. The next person 

continues, but after saying their own name, they repeat the first person’s name. This 

continues with each person repeating one more name. Reassure people towards the end that 

it’s ok if they get stuck & encourage the others to jump in to help if anyone is lost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After that we set our set of rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.sessionlab.com/methods/name-game
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Exercise two - Circle of Rhythm 

The group forms a circle, one member of the group makes a sound or movement, and the rest 

repeat it. The exercise ends when everyone has taken a turn. This exercise is good for 

coordination and strengthening the bond of the group 

 

Exercise three – Blind car/ bus 

Participants are divided into pairs, one partner is a guide and the other is blind. Then the 

whole group is divided into three parts, each part has one member who is blind, and the rest 

lead him. It was observed that at the beginning of the game the participants are confused and 

do not feel safe, but then things change and they gain confidence. 

DAY 2 
Exercise one- Image work 

In this exercise the participants  will be challenged to create statues of well-known scenes and 

objects using only your bodies.  This exercise is done individually and in pairs. First, the 

trainer tells some phenomenon or object, which the participants represent with their body. 

Each participants have 2 minutes to  create the best possible representation of it using only your 

bodies.Then the same thing is done in pairs. 
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Exercise two- Storytelling 

This exercise is done in pairs. Each of the participants of the group finds a partner with whom 

he wants to work and with whom he feels safe. Then they exchange stories from their lives. 

Finally, they present their partners' stories to the whole group. 

DAY 3 
Exercise one – Bombs and shields 

This is a whole class drama game where students will use the whole drama space. It's suitable 

for medium to large groups. Student's stand in a circle. Teacher directs the students to 

“secretly” choose two other students in the circle – 1 person as their “bomb” and 1 person as 

their “shield”. Tell students to keep their choice silent and to not make it obvious who they 

have chosen. On GO, students are to move around the room, keeping their “shield” between 

themselves and their “bomb”. Students should keep moving, making sure they know where 

both their bomb and shield are at all times and always trying to keep the shield between 

them.Addition: Call out “switch”. Bombs become shields and shields become bombs. 

 
Then the group was divided into two teams. During the third and fourth day, each team 

worked on developing its own script for forum theater. On the last day, the groups had the 

opportunity to present their plays, and the audience gave their input and got involved in their 

stories. All together managed to solve the problems of the main characters in their stories 
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GROUP ONE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

GROUP TWO 
 

The first group dealt with the story of a child who is a victim of domestic violence. The child 

was forced to beg and use the money to buy alcohol for his parents who are alcoholics and 

violent people. 
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The Learning Process in Forum Theatre The Learning Process in 

Forum Theatre 
Forum Theatre is an experience learning process itself. During the forum part we can 

facilitate the public’s learning process by asking them questions that lead them to the 

The second group worked on a topic related to bullying at school. The professor 

constantly humiliated one student, and the rest of the group did nothing to stop the 

bullying and protect her. By involving the audience, things changed and the story had a 

positive ending. Together, they managed to fight the teacher and protect their classmate. 

The audience followed the 

performances with pleasure and 

participated in finding solutions. 
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meaning of the play. This activity is called spectators’ reflection process. For the Joker, this 

facilitation process, known as debriefing, is one of the most difficult but important ability that 

s/he should have. Experience learning through FT can easily be reproduced schematically. 

The participants live the experience, they go up on stage with solutions or they watch another 

person doing this thing; they think about certain scenes; they give a certain meaning to these 

actions and they try to transfer them in their daily lives. They all go through the experience 

learning process described below: 

 

 


